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Gadget carry pouch for 6-7´´ devices, tablets, big wallets, keys, tools, 

travel documents and personal belongings. 

All valuables can be stored securely but always ready to hand in the main 

pocket. Tools and pens fit into the side holders; keys and money can be 

placed into the seperating front pockets.

Robust utility bag wearable on the belt or as shoulder bag.

- several sorting pockets

- durable & protective

- weather-proof fabrics

- wearable on the belt or
   as sling bag

- velcro closures 
  guarantee easy access

- key retraction yo-yo

1 padded main pocket 
   for devices 6-7´´, 
   passport, wallet

1 pocket for keys
   with key retraction yo-yo

1 pocket for money,
   cards and coins

 

one size main shell fabric: 100% nylon

belt loops

optional shoulder
strap

2 extendable 
   side pockets
 

2 pen holders

tabletPouch to01N fits 6-7´´

key benefits:

wearing options: 
- on the belt
- as sling bag
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The slyFox is a tablet carry pouch made of soft neoprenewith a fluffy vel-

vet inside to protect your 7-8´´ tablet, smartphone or ebook. 

No zippers are used in order to protect the screen. The safe pouch can be 

closed easily by flipping over the elastic band closure. 

A smart zip pocket on the backside offers space for cash, cards, keys or 

small devices. A pen holder completes the functions.

It can be worn attached onto the belt or used just as protective sleeve.

- soft pouch for tablets 
  & ebooks

- durable & protective

- weather-proof fabrics

- velvety inside lining

- elastic closure guarantees 
  fast and easy access

- backside zipper pocket

1 padded main pocket 
   for tablets 7-8´´ 

 
 

one size main shell fabric: 
80% polyamide | 20% lycra

belt loops

1 zip pocket on the 
   backside for cash, 
   key, cards

1 pen holder
 

slyFox sf01N fits 7-8´´, iPad mini

key benefits:

wearing options: 
- on the belt
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The stylish fanny pack is a gadget holster for iPhone, wallet, keys and 

more. It is made for active people no matter if on travel, on the bike or in 

the city, the hipHolster will be an amazing companion. Store your every-

day carry items in this ergonomic and comfortable waist bag and fix it if 

needed with the adjustable strap on your leg.

It can be also worn across the shoulders; the ergonomic cut and light-

weight material always guarantee comfortable fit.

- ergonomic & close-fitting

- pockets adapt to different   
  contents

- elastic closure 
  provides fast access

- yo-yo with key-chain

- secret pocket on backside

adjustable belt strap 

1 pen case

1 pocket for wallet 
   /camera /phone

 

 

one size main shell fabric:
80% polyamide | 20% lycra

1 scrip for small devices

1 pocket with key strap 
   and yo-yo

2 pockets for gadgets

1 zipper pocket on the back side

removable leg strap

hipHolster hh01N

key benefits:

wearing options: 
- around the waist
- as cross-shoulder bag

fits 5´´, iPhone
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The URBAN TOOL caseBelt is a smart carry bum bag that can be worn 

around the waist as well as across the shoulders.

It consists of three pockets made of elastic material that adjust perfectly 

to its content and enables fast access for gadgets up to 6´´, wallets and 

keys.

Complemented with a pocket for pens and a secure pocket on the back 

side it is the ideal companion for leisure, sports and travel.

- ergonomic & close-fitting

- pockets adapt to different   
  contents

- elastic closure 
  provides fast access

- big pocket for keys
  with yo-yo & key-chain

- secret pocket on backside

1 pocket for wallet or 5-6´´

1 pen case

one size

1 zipper pocket at back side 

1 adjustable belt strap

1 quick access key slot 
   with key yo-yo

1 pocket for cell phones

1 zipper pocket 
   on the back side

caseBelt  cb01N

80% polyamide | 20% lycra

key benefits:

wearing options: 
- around the waist
- as cross-shoulder bag

fits 5-6´´, iPhone 7plus



A compact and light weight all-rounder waist bag with tablet compart-

ment, perfectly designed to carry your gadgets during travel and leisure 

time.

The caseHolster offers perfect protection for your 7-8´´ device plus some 

extra space for your everyday belongings. A separate key pocket ensures 

keys are stored safely with a key yo-yo. Robust materials and YKK-zipper 

guarantee long lasting durability.
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- lightweight & protective

- tablet main compartment

- additional slots for gadgets
  & belongings

- yo-yo with key-chain

- secret pocket on backside

 

adjustable belt strap

1 front slot for 5.5´´ devices
 

 

one size main shell fabric: 100% nylon

1 zippered compartment
for 7-8´´ tablets and wallet

1 key yo-yo

1 big key pocket

1 pen case

1 zipper pocket on the back side

caseHolster eh01N

key benefits:

wearing options: 
- around the waist
- as cross-shoulder bag

fits 7-8´´, iPad mini 
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The URBAN TOOL travel legHolster is a cool gadget carry holster, per-

fectly designed for travel and work. The long shape offers space for 7-8´´ 

tablets with high wearing comfort, the numerous compartments ensure 

enough storage space for 6´´ cell phones and more. 

A side-compartment offers additional space for an e-cigarette, pocket 

lamp or other personal belongings. 

Pen cases, an expandable key pocket with key retraction yo-yo and a 

back side zippered pocket complete the product.

- zippered compartment
   for 7-8´´ devices

- front pocket for 6´´ phones

- weatherproof fabrics

- yo-yo with key-chain

- all travel utensil at hand

adjustable belt strap 

1 pocket for wallet or passport

1 side pocket for 
   pocket lamp or e-cigarette

1 front pocket for 6´´ smartphone
   or passport

1 zipper pocket on the back side

one size main shell fabric: 100% nylon

1 zippered compartment
   for 7-8´´ tablets, wallet,
   travel documents
  

1 pocket for keys with yo-yo

detachable leg strap

2 pen holders

travel legHolster lh01N

key benefits:

fits 7-8´´ & iPhone 7plus
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The URBAN TOOL cowboyHolster is a stylish phone holster fitting 7-8´´ ta-

blets and 5-6´´ phones. The holster provides a big zip pocket for tablets, 2 

slots for mobile phones (5´´ and 6´´) and wallet as well as a key-carabiner and 

holders for pens.

To store IDs and papers away the zippered pocket on the back side offers a 

secure solution.

It can comfortably be worn around the waist, real cowboy like, or as cross 

shoulder bag and offers plenty of space for all essentials.

- practical holster for many
  gadgets & all essentials

- roomy zippered pocket for
  tablets, wallet, documents

- fast access front slot for
  bigger devices

- padded cell phone pocket

- big pocket for keys
  with carabiner & key-chain

- durable fabrics & 
  comfortable fit

big pocket with zipper closing 
for 7-8´´(inside 2 compartments)
 

1 slot for 6´´gadgets
 

one size main shell fabric: 100% nylon

adjustable belt strap 

1 slot cell phone 5´´

1 slot with key chain

3 pen cases
 

zipper pocket on the back side

 

removable leg strap

cowboyHolster cwh01N fits 7-8´´, iPad mini

key benefits:

wearing options: 
- around the waist
- as cross-shoulder bag



This ergonomic waist pack comfortably stores a 6´´ smart phone, wallet, 

pen, keys & further every day belongings ready to hand in assorting po-

ckets. The velcro closures provide fast access to the pockets‘ contents.

If more stable fit is needed for work or going by bike, the holster can be 

fixed around the leg by an additional strap. 

Thanks to the robust and weatherproof materials the waistHolster is also 

perfect for outdoor excursions or biketours.
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- ergonomic shape

- sorting pockets

- robust fabrics

- yo-yo with key-chain

- secret pocket on backside

adjustable belt strap 

1 pocket for 6´´ smartphone

1 zipper pocket on the back side

one size main shell fabric: 100% nylon

1 pocket for 
   cards & coins

1 pocket with 
   yo-yo

1 pen case

1 pocket for wallet
   and passport

removable leg strap

waistHolster  wh01N

key benefits:

fits 6´´, iPhone 7plus
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The ultimate gadget phone holster fits all 5´´ phones and iPhone 7 plus! 

It has flexible pockets to conveniently store cell phone, wallet, pen, keys 

and further valuables close to the body. 

The secret pocket on the backside stores credit cards and cash secure-

ly. A cable routing option for hands free set/headphones completes the 

functions.

The holster can be worn ergonomically on the shoulders underneath a 

jacket or on top of the shirt.

- comfortable & close-fitting

- pockets adapt to different   
  gadget sizes

- stores valuables close to   
  your body

- key retraction yo-yo

- secret pocket on backside

- adjustable shoulder strap

adjustable shoulder strap 
with buckle 
 

1 key slot with key strap 
   and yo-yo

1 pen case

1 zipper pocket 
   on the back side
 

sizes: S/M | L/XL 80% polyamide | 20% lycra
machine-washable

 

1 pocket for wallet, 
   PDA or iPod
   big smartphones

1 pocket for cell phone

basicHolster  ba01N

key benefits:

fits 5.5´´, iPhone 7plus



All business equipment can be stored in this gadget shoulder holster 

securely and easily accessible.

It can be carried around the shoulders – either as fashionable accessory 

over the shirt or invisible underneath the suit jacket.

Smartphone, wallet, or iPhone are stored in the holster as well as keys, 

business cards or pens. Documents can be stored in a secret pocket at 

the back side. 

The integrated cable routing helps to listen to music in comfort or to make 

phone calls without tangled cords.
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- wearable under a suit

- stores smart phones & 
  business equipment

- conveys a feeling of safety

- key retraction yo-yo

- secret pocket on backside

- adjustable shoulder strap

 
 

1 roomy pocket for wallet,
   gadgest up to 6´´ 

1 pen case

1 roomy pocket for smart phone

sizes: S/M | L/XL 80% polyamide | 20% lycra
machine-washable

adjustable shoulder strap 

1 slot for keys or USB-stick 
   with key strap and yo-yo

1 pocket for iPod with 
   cable routing & outlet 
 

1 slot for business cards
   on the backside

1 tie down strap

businessHolster  buh01N

key benefits:

fits 5-6´´, iPhone 7plus
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The tabletHolster is a double sided shoulder holster with a 7-8´´ tablet 

sized compartment. The new holster offers plenty of space for valuable 

gadgets and all your personal belongings.

All pockets have internal openings for cable routing. 

A big pocket with key yo-yo and two secret zippper-pockets complete the 

functional holster.

The holster comes in 2 sizes with adjustable and elastic backside.

- wearable under a suit

- stores tablets, smart phones 
  & business equipment

- conveys a feeling of safety

- roomy secret pockets on  
  backside

- ergonomic fit

 
1 slot for cards, glasses,
   earphones   

1 pocket for 5´´phones 
   with wire opening

1 pocket for tablets
   with zipper closing

   fits 7-8´´; iPad mini

1 roomy backside 
   zipper-pocket

sizes: S/M | L/XL 80% polyamide | 20% lycra
machine-washable

adjustable shoulder strap 

1 slot for cards, glasses,
   earphones   

1 pocket for 5´´phones 
   with wire opening
   

1 pocket for wallet
   or 5.5´´ phones
2 pen slots

1 pocket for 5´´phones

1 key pocket with yo-yo

1 roomy backside 
   zipper-pocket
   

tabletHolster  th01N

key benefits:

fits 7-8´´, iPad mini
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This tablet bag is a perfect all-rounder for 7-9´´ gadgets, smartphones, 

wallet, keys and passport. It can be worn as shoulder bag or on the belt.

The zippered main compartment offers space for a tablet, a wallet, docu-

ments or peripherals.

A front slot for 5-6´´ phones and a zippered pocket in the back offer fast 

access to accessories and gadgets, while a pen holder and key yo-yo 

complete the smart functions.

Cool and stylish design, durable materials and robust surfaces make the 

slyCase a perfect companion for travel or leisure. 

- lightweight & protective 

- additional slots for gadgets
  & belongings

- weather-proof fabrics

- adjustable shoulder strap

1 main zippered pocket with pad-
ded compartment for tablets and
compartment for documents &
wallet

inside: with key strap and yo-yo

optional loops on backside
for wearing on belts

1 slot for cell phone 
   or iPhone 5-6´´

one size main shell fabric: 100% nylon

removable shoulder strap

pen cases

zipper pocket on back side

 

slyCase  sc01N fits 7-9´´, iPad mini 

key benefits:

wearing options: 
- on the belt
- as shoulder bag
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A smart and very light-weight tablet sling bag perfect for 7-9´´ devices, 

city guides or organizers.

Besides the A5-sized tablet compartment, the front side also features 

five slots for other gadgets like camera, mobile phone, pen, keys and a 

wallet. 

The durable but elastic material adapts to all contents. 

The bag can be worn on the hips or as shoulder bag.

- lightweight materials

- pockets adapt to different   
  contents

- elastic closure 
  provides fast access

- key retraction yo-yo

- secret pocket on backside

1 big pocket 
   with velcro closure

1 pocket for keys 
   with key strap and yo-yo

1 pen case

1 pocket for cell phone 
   or iPhone

one size main shell fabric:
80% polyamide | 20% lycra

adjustable belt strap 

1 pocket for iPod 
   or small things

1 pocket for wallet or camera
   or 5.5´´ smartphone

1 secret pocket 
   on the backside

slotBar  sb01N fits 7-9´´, iPad mini 

key benefits:

wearing options: 
- around the waist
- as shoulder bag
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3-in-1 tablet bag is a flexible multifunctional tablet bag for tablets and 

all iPads up to 12´´. It can be changed from shoulder holster to a simple 

shoulder bag in no time. Additionally it can also be worn on the waist as 

a side-bag. Bigger tablets can be stored in a padded backside compart-

ment. The different front pockets feature additional space for 7´´ gadgets, 

smartphones up to 6´´ as well as for wallet & keys.

- 1 bag 3 wearing options

- ergonomic carry option      

- hands free wearing

- key retraction yo-yo

- secret pocket on backside

1 big pocket  
   with zipp closing fits 12´´

1 pocket for 7´´

1 pocket with key yoyo
   and velcro closing

1 pocket for cell phone 
   or iPhone

one size main shell fabric: 100% nylon    

adjustable / convertible
straps 

1 inside divider 
   for documents

    
1 pen case

1 secret pocket 
   on the backside

3-in-1 Tabletbag  thn01N fits 9-12´´, all iPads

key benefits:

wearing options: 
- around the waist
- as shoulder bag
- shoulder harness
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The smart A4-sized designer bag offers room for all devices up to 11´´ 

in the tablet compartment & for MacBook 13´´ in the main compartment.

Thanks to the innovative concept, in only a few steps the bag can be 

converted from a shoulder bag into a backpack, or it can simply be worn 

around the waist.

With a pull-out tablet slot for all 10-11´´ tablets, complemented by four 

slots for fast access to your mobile phone, cash, keys and more, it is the 

perfect urban bag!

- compact and light-weight

- A4-sized compartment
  with pull-out tablet slot

- additional slots outside
  for fast access

- big pocket for keys
  with yo-yo & key-chain

- convertible from sling bag    
  to backpack or waist bag
  

main compartment with zipper
and slot for tabs with pull-out 
feature 

2 pen cases

2 neoprene slots 
   for cell phone 5.5´´,
   camera, wallet
 

one size main shell fabric: 100% nylon

transformable belt strap,
adjustable

2 neoprene slots keys and 
   small things, with key yo-yo
 

zipper pocket on backside

tabBag    tg01N fits 10-11´´, iPad & 13´´

key benefits:

wearing options: 
- around the waist
- as shoulder bag
- as backpack
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- compact and light-weight

- A4-oversized compartment
  for laptops

- additional slots outside
  for fast access

- big pocket for keys
  with yo-yo & key-chain

- with backpack function
  

big main pocket A4 oversized
with zipper for laptops

 

2 neoprene slots for small things 
and keys; with key yo-yo

2 neoprene slots for cell phone, 
camera, wallet, gadgets up to 6´´ 

one size main shell fabric: 100% nylon

 

transformable shoulder strap 

2 pen cases

zipper pocket on backside

reporterBag   rb01N fits 13-15´´

This stylish designer shoulder bag fits 13-15´´ laptops in its big A4-over-

sized main compartment.

Thanks to its light weight and the innovative carry strap, which quickly 

converts the bag from shoulder bag to backpack, it lends itself as a per-

fect companion for the everyday life of today’s office nomads.

The surface of this laptop bag is made of high quality weather-proof 

materials; well-organized front pockets offer space and protection to all 

further gadgets and peripherals. 

key benefits:

wearing options: 
- as shoulder bag
- as backpack
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Ultra light backpack for every day, for college or travel. The interior is 

offering a slot for devices up to 11´´ and several slots for accessories to 

ensure clear overview. A 13´´notebook can be stored in the main com-

partment. 

Outside the backpack offers 2 pull-out bottle holders, a pull-out jacket 

holder and a roomy front pocket for 7-8´´devices, passport and more. 

With comfortable padded backside and ergonomic shoulder straps.

Vol: 11,6 L

- padded slot for tablets

- pull-out jacket holder
  
- weather-proof fabrics

- outside hidden pockets for 
   bottles /umbrella

- several sorting pockets
  guarantee clear 
  organization

- outside pocket for passport     
  and smartphone

zip-pocket with pull-out
jacket holder

1 zippered pouch with
   pull-out bottle holder

1 front pocket for smartphone,
   tablet 7-8´´ and passport

one size main shell fabric: 100% nylon

zippered main compartment
with padded slots for tablets 

inside slots & yo-yo for keys

1 zippered pouch with
   pull-out bottle holder

 

travel backPack   tb01N

key benefits:

fits 11-13´´ tablets 
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- incl. padded slot for lap-
tops and for tablets 7´´
  
- weather-proof fabrics

- several sorting pockets
  guarantee clear 
  organization

- outside hidden pockets for 
   keys and bottle

- padded backside for 
  ergonomic fit

- extendable with piggyBack

inside: padded slot for 13 -15´´
laptops; slot for 7´´ tablets
roomy main compartment; 
slots for cell phone, mp3, pens, 
cables;
zipper pocket for wallet, docu-
ments, valuables;
yoyo with key chain

1 hidden zipper pocket with 
   carabiner for keys

one size main shell fabric: 100% nylon

belts for piggyBack extension

1 hidden pocket with mesh
   for a bottle or umbrella

 

backPack bp01N fits 13-15´´

key benefits:

This modular backpack is designed for the changing requirements of mo-

dern everyday life: one day a backpack for office or university, only the 

next day extended with the URBAN TOOL piggyBack to carry also the 

gym wear. 

The main compartment stores notebooks up to 15´´ and 7´´ tablets com-

fortably. Inside slots provide organization for devices, pens and personal 

belongings.

Outside extra functions like a hidden mesh pocket for a bottle or an um-

brella and a key-pocket complete the smart design.

Vol: 16,2 L
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The URBAN TOOL piggyBack is an individual light weight backpack with 

adjustable carry strap to allow backpack or shoulder bag wearing option. 

The roomy and padded main compartment with zippered inside pocket 

offers space for tablets, A4-sized documents or your trainers for the gym!

The piggyBack can also serve as additional front compartment extending 

the URBAN TOOL backPack. 

- usable as extension or 
  as independent backpack

- wearable as backpack 
  or shoulder bag

- inside zippered 
  compartment

one size main shell fabric: 100% nylon

optional shoulder strap
for backpack or sling bag function

1 inside zippered and padded 
compartment up to 10´´

piggyBack pg01N

key benefits:

options: 
- backpack
- shoulder bag
- extension of backPack

fits tablets 10 -12´´

piggyback & backback, combined
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A perfectly sized duffle for weekend trips, leisure or as sports bag. The 

smart and functional strap design allows an easy change from weekender 

to backpack.

 

- can be worn as backpack 
  or as shoulder bag

- padded shoulder straps

- separate waterproof 
  inside bag

1 backside zippered pocket 
   for keys with yo-yo

1 inside zippered compartment
   for tablets

      separate waterproof bag

one size main shell fabric: 100% nylon

padded shoulder straps
for backpack or sling bag function

1 big main compartment

1 big front pocket 
   for tablet 10-11´´, 
   passport, documents

1 front compartment
   for cell phone 5-6´´

duffleBag  db01N

key benefits:

wearing options: 
- backpack
- shoulder bag
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